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ABSTRACT: The classic centralized cloud is growing rapidly with Internet of Things (IoT) applications the model of 

computation poses numerous problems, such as high latency, low power and network loss. Fog computing takes the cloud 

closer to IoT computers to overcome these problems. The nebula offers IT data collection and storage on IoT computers 

locally rather than cloud transmission. Unlike the cloud, fog offers easier and higher performing facilities. Fog computing 

then the best way for the IoT to provide effective and healthy facilities for many could be considered user of IoT. The following 

paper explains the state of the art and incorporation of fog computing into IoT by stressing the advantages and difficulties of 

deployment. The primary focus of this analysis is the fog software and modern IoT software can be expanded with the fog 

model. Finally, open problems and future research paths are discussed with respect to fog computing and IoT 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Internet of Things (IoT) is one of the biggest technologies that can bring our culture has limitless 

advantage. IoT is about to grow at a point when many people the artefacts around us will be able to connect 

with each other through the Internet without interference from human beings. The original aim of the IoT 

was to minimize the attempt to enter human data using various sensor types for data collection and 

automated storage from the environment and all these data are stored since the IoT is characterized by 

minimal computing capacity and storage measurements, many problems such as performance, protection, 

privacy and reliability are encountered[1]. The inclusion of the cloud IoT, known as the Thing Cloud (CoT), 

is the right way to get around most of these questions. These problems. The CoT simplifies and processes 

IoT data selection and easily, low cost, difficult data management and deployees installation and integration 

integrating IoT with cloud computing offers various IoT implementations multiple advantages[2].  

As there are however several IoT devices with heterogeneous platforms, it's a challenging challenge for 

modern IoT software. This is because IoT implementations contain vast quantities of sensor data and other 

tools. This big data is then analyzed for decision making different acts with respect. Both of these data has 

to be sent to the cloud over an extremely wide band. Fog computation is interested in solving these 

challenges. Cisco invented the word "fog computing." It's a modern technology for many advantages for 

multiple areas, in particular IoT[3]. Fog computing delivers cloud-like services IoT users like analysis and 

storing of data. Fog computation is focused on data treatment local storage capabilities to fog computers 

rather than clouds. The internet as well as fog provides tools for storage, computation and networking fog 

computing in the IoT is aimed at increasing productivity, success and reducing the amount of cloud data 

for transmission, analysis and retrieval[4]. Thus, the detailed sensors captured would be submitted for 

analysis and temporary storage on network edge machines instead of sent in the cloud to reduce network 

load and latency.  

The incorporation of fog computing with IoT offers a new service opportunity fog is called a service (FaaS), 

which constructs an arrangement of fog nodes around a service provider Geographic presence, and many 

tenants from many vertical markets serve as landlord. Per neck local computing, networking and retrieval 

facilities are available at Node. FaaS makes a new organization models for delivering consumer care. In 

comparison to clouds, primarily managed by big business. FaaS would allow large and small businesses to 

develop and run big data centres deploy and run in numerous sizes private and public computer, storage 

and tracking facilities meet a wide range of consumer criteria[5]. This paper gives an outline on fog 

computation convergence with the IoT the state-of-the-art fog investigation, capabilities and advantages. 

IoT's integration of the integration gain of new IoT applications will also be illustrated by fog computing 

and faced difficulties. Linked templates and papers discussing IoT integration the cloud is clarified. The 

fog. There are also open questions of study surrounding IoT and fog computing. In comparison with other 

fog computing polls. The emphasis of this paper is the study of IoT fog computing contribution.  
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The following can be summarized from this paper:  

 Analyzing new papers exploring fog computing convergence with others Apps for IoT.  

 Research IoT challenges and how to overcome these issues by IoT integration fog computing. 

Fog computing.  

 Offering different IoT apps that benefit from IoT fog integration.  

 Address the difficulties of incorporating IoT into fog computing. 

 Chat about potential research in fog computing and IoT. 

The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 presents the integration problems of cloud 

computing IoT; Section 3 introduces the functionality and architecture of fog computing. Section 4 

addresses convergence of the fog with the IoT by the discussion of relevant works discuss fog computing 

convergence between the IoTs; Section 5 offers numerous IoT applications section 6 discusses the 

challenges to fog integration; those depend on fog computing; The open problems are presented in section 

7; and finally the conclusion is Section 8. 

DISCUSSION 

1. Fog Computing: 

Fog computing has reduced computing, storage and networking capabilities, distributed resources from 

multiple end devices and classic cloud storage. It offers a strong latency-sensitive approach for IoT 

applications while Cisco originally coined the term, many people identified fog computing[6]. A variety of 

diverse viewpoints given researchers and organizations fog computing's general description. It says: "Fog 

Computation is spread geographically computer architecture with a resource pool composed of one or more 

heterogeneously related cloud platforms not solely serve devices (including edge devices) at the edge of a 

network; to deliver elastic computing, storage and networking (and many other new services) in 

partnership[7]. In rural areas at a wide scale with consumers in the immediate vicinity While Cisco coined 

the term several have established fog computation different views from scholars and associations general 

definition of Fog computing. "Fog Computing is geographically spread," it says. Kernel Design with a 

heterogeneously connected resource pool cloud services are not only at the edge of the network supporting 

users (including edge devices); In collaboration to provide scalable computation, storage, and networking 

(including several other new services) wide in rural areas with the immediate vicinity of consumers. 

2. Characteristics of Fog Computing: 

Fog computing is basically a cloud extension, but similar to IoT's function data. Fog computing serves as a 

crossover between clouds which are closer to the end devices themselves, transmission, storage & 

networking facilities[8]. There are the following: apparatus is called nodes of fog. You will have a network 

link anywhere. Any apparatus a fog node such as industrial controllers can be used for computing, storage 

and network communication, switches, integrated servers and video tracking. The building blocks of the 

cloud are known as Fog computing. Fog computing properties can be summed up as follows: 

 Sensitivity of location and low latency: Fog computation allows to consider the location at which 

fog in different places nodes can be implemented. Furthermore, as the fog is near to airports, it lower 

latency is provided when processing the end system data.  

 Regional distribution: utilities and software in relation to the concentrated cloud it is dispersed and 

deployed wherever provided by fog.  

● Scalability: Large sensor networks are available that track the environment scalability: the fog gives 

distributed computing and storage tools to deal with end machines on broad size 

●  Accessibility support: the ability to communicate is an essential feature of fog applications that 

allow movement methods, such as localizer ID isolation, directly to mobile devices LISP protocol 

that includes a directory system distributed.  

●  Real-time interactions: Real-time interactions between fog applications nodes instead of the cloud 

batch computing[9].  
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● Heterogeneity: fog nodes or end devices are developed and manufactured by numerous 

manufacturers. In multiple types and according to their networks must be deployed. The nebula is 

capable of acting on various channels. 

● Interoperability: Fog components can work for various areas and across various suppliers of 

services.  

● Web analytics help and cloud interaction: Fog is between the cloud and terminal systems to play an 

essential role in data ingestion and processing nearby end device[10]. 

3. Benefits of Fog Computing: 

Fog computation extends the model to the edge of the network. And if the fog and the cloud use common 

tools and share much of the resources fog computing provides many benefits: similar processes and 

attributes (virtualization, multi tenancy) for IoT applications. For devices. These advantages can be 

summarized as: 

● Greater market agility: Fog measurement implementations can be easily applied using the right 

software planned and enforced. These programmes can also programme the working machine 

customer expectations.  

● Low latency: Fog can assist utilities in real time (e.g., sports, video) Streaming).  

● Large and regional distribution: Fog computing will provide distributed computing and store tools 

for vast applications that are widely distributed. 

4. Fog Computing with IoT: 

IoT faces big obstacles with the new unified cloud computing architecture anwendungen. For eg, IoT-

sensitive applications like video streaming cannot be supported. Aggrandize reality and gaming. Moreover, 

since it is a centralized model, it does not become aware of the venue. These problems can be overcome by 

fog computing. Fog machines are an important part of the cloud computing model according to Cisco[11]. 

Nearer cloud to the network's edge. It offers a strongly virtualized computing model, ressource storage and 

networking between end devices and classic cloud servers most of the data produced by these IoTs improve 

the performance of IoT applications real-time processing and interpretation of objects/devices must also be 

carried out. Fog can include cloud computing capabilities for networking, computation and caching to the 

edge of a network IoT system problem in real-time and healthy and effective IoT software Fog computing 

delivers a wide-ranging variety of utilities and technologies. The fog provides effective communication 

between IoT applications in real time. For example, connected vehicles, via proxies and access points on 

long roads and tracks. And tracks. For low latency applications Fog Computing is considered the best option 

video streaming, games, increased reality, etc. Criteria 

CONCLUSION 

The IoT has been drawn by academia as well as corporate organizations in recent years. It's an important 

part of our lives. It has the capacity to bind almost all with all of our surroundings, else. Dynamic in design, 

IoT systems have minimal storage and treatment. The conventional centralized cloud has a lot of challenges, 

including high latency and failure to the network. Fog computing has been developed as an extension of 

the solution to these problems cloud, but closer to IoT devices where fog nodes are used for all data 

processing, this reduces latency, especially in time-sensitive applications. Fog computing incorporation 

with IoT, multiple IoT implementations can offer certain advantages. We introduced in this paper state-of-

the-art fog computing like fog functions, architecture and debate the advantages. The debate also centered 

on numerous IoT technologies to be improved by Nebula. There are also obstacles to combine IoT with the 

fog and open problems. This paper was intended to include an overview to summarise existing research 

contributions about Fog and IoT computing and its implementations and showing the future of our world. 

Study advice and open problems concerning the integration of IoT fog computing 
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